I. INTRODUCTION

A. CP's multidisciplinary nature
In 1996 Paul DeVries published Resource Letter CP-1 on Computational Physics as an aide to those teaching a course in Computational Physics ͑CP͒ ͑Ref. 9͒. The number of resources now available has increased significantly, some of the original CP texts are now out of print, Java and Python are now popular programming languages, and the exponential growth in the power and pervasiveness of computers has made computation essential to all areas of science. ͑A review of the history of CP education appears in Ref. 2.͒ In fact, although it appears that most physics classes now incorporate computation in some way, I would not call them "CP" classes if their use of computation is just to improve physics education. However, I would if they incorporate and analyze modern computational techniques as used in research to solve problems.
In this Resource Letter I adopt the view ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ that CP is a multidisciplinary field of study that encourages students to understand physics along with computer science and applied mathematics. Teaching such a course creates new scholarly materials that fuse chunks of knowledge together ͓the central circle in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . A CP course thus acts as a bridge that connects the three disciplines and leads students on a path toward applying the disciplines simultaneously in the process of solving concrete problems.
The inclusion of the computational tools and methods of modern research into education is not restricted to physics. It is happening in all of the sciences and is often called "Computational Science and Engineering" ͑CSE͒. As such, we view CP as a subfield of Computational Science. ͑Section IX provides a glossary of acronyms that the reader may find useful in reading this Letter and in searching the literature.͒ The similarities of techniques and methods throughout the computational sciences form a common educational base that permits its practitioners to solve realistic and practical problems in a broad range of subjects, and to extend education to include problems that do not have analytical solutions. The effectiveness and power of computation in so many fields has led some people to add simulation to experiment and theory as key avenues followed in searching for scientific truth ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒.
Recent advances in computational science affect this Resource Letter in a number of ways. On the one hand, I have listed some CSE resources that I believe are of value in CP, even though they may not be derived from physics. ͑For example, Ref. 16 indicates strong similarities between CP and CSE undergraduate degree programs.͒ You will note in these resources the inclusion of many tools in addition to traditional academic materials; this reflects the practical problem-solving paradigm at the heart of computational sciences and the fact that these tools help define what computational physicists do and how they do it.
On the other hand, computation is now so integral to physics research that there are numerous papers and books combining computation with advanced or specialized topics. Consequently, I have had to leave out many excellent resources that are important for research, but which I do not view as general enough for a CP course. Accordingly, I would encourage another Resource Letter that collects resources that incorporate computation into the traditional physics disciplines. Christian and Belloni's Physlet Physics.
B. The contents of CP
There is no standard curriculum for a course or degree in CP. Indeed, with only five CP degree programs in the entire country, and maybe another five CP minors/tracks, the field is still very much under development ͑see Section II for resources on various CSE programs and courses͒. A major challenge in a CP course, which is reflected in all of the texts in Section V A, is that much of the coverage needs to be of numerical methods, computational tools, and computer languages; it is hard to get into any significant physics until that is done.
When reflecting upon what subjects might be appropriate for future CP education, it is helpful to look to the future of computation, where the funding agencies envision petascale computing by 2011. ͑A petaflop is 10 15 floating point operations per second, which means that if Moore's law were applied to our desktop computers, we would have to wait until 2037 for a petaflop.͒ Although we can always repeat our old simulations with higher resolution and higher accuracy, petascale computing is most appropriate for new problems that involve multitime and multispace scales, and, accordingly, multiphysics. As laid out by the National Science Foundation ͑NSF͒, the future of CP includes quantum chromodynamics of particle interactions; radiative, dynamic and nuclear physics of stars and the collision of stars; heterogeneous catalysis on both semiconductor and metal surfaces; intermittency, stratification, and rotating turbulence in magnetic fluids; properties of matter under extreme conditions as calculated from first-principles simulations; molecular understanding of friction and lubrication; designing molecular electronic devices; generation and evolution of magnetic fields in planets and stars; modeling interaction of the Earth's magnetic field with coronal mass ejections; formation and evolution of galaxies; burning plasmas and magnetic confinement techniques; formation of planetary nebula by low Mach-number flows.
All of these subjects must be approached with a CSE toolkit including multigrid differential equation solvers, multiscale ͑in time and space͒ physics and mathematics, optimized performance of large-scale parallel computations based on an understanding of HPC architectures with various forms of parallelisms, conversion of algorithms for use of partitioned global address space languages, multidimensional visualization tools, large-scale inverse-problem solutions, sophisticated sampling techniques, analysis of ͑apparently͒ uncorrelated multidimensional data sets distributed over vast networks, extensive use of scalable high performance computing ͑HPC͒ libraries, and collaboration with teams of CS and math specialists.
II. COURSES, PROGRAMS, AND REVIEWS
There are less than 20 US undergraduate degree programs in all of the computational sciences, and five degree programs in CP. Websites and papers describing these programs, and those for minors, options, concentrations, tracks, foci, etc., as well as graduate programs are valuable CP resources. 
III. JOURNALS
There are many computer science and IEEE journals dealing with aspects of computing important to CP, and I specify just some next. The main journals containing discussions of computational education developments appear to be Computing in Science & Engineering, SIAM Review, and American Journal of Physics, with the others having an occasional education paper. 
IV. CONFERENCES AND ORGANIZATIONS
I hear and think often about the difficulties funding agencies and university faculties appear to have in dealing with multidisciplinary fields. Nevertheless, many CP practitioners find support in the resources and colleagues of the associated disciplines. 
B. Supercomputer centers and grids
The various supercomputer centers are not only an excellent resource for state-of-the-art computational tools and research, they also contain valuable resources classified under Education, Outreach, and Training. More recently, the grid consortia have also become valuable resources. 
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V. BOOKS
The books listed here tend to be of a general nature appropriate for course use. I do not list the large number of books dealing with computation in specific physics disciplines, although I do indicate some specialized applied math books. Some of these texts provide valuable resource lists in the form of annotated bibliographies indicating specialized books and articles for individual topics. There are some very good books that I leave out because their computer language is just too obsolete, although I do include some out-of-print books that are still available. 
A. CP books 72. Computation and Problem Solving in
genetic programming and renormalization group. Java programs in text, with FORTRAN and C programs on author's web page, www.physics.unlv.edu/ϳpang/cp.html. ͑I͒ 89. Theoretical Physics on the Personal Computer, 2nd ed., E.
VI. TOOLS, LANGUAGES, AND ENVIRONMENTS
Everyone seems to agree that visualization is important in understanding physics concepts and understanding the output of computations. Accordingly, I place Visualization first in this section. Note that the modern role of visualization in CP includes ͑1͒ concurrent visualization and analysis, ͑2͒ onthe-fly interactive visualization, and ͑3͒ postsimulation visualization reading data.
In contrast to visualization, not everyone agrees whether compiled/interpreted languages or problem solving environments such as MAPLE and MATHEMATICA are best for a CP course. Indeed, disagreement may be even more pronounced when the advocates of a compiled language discuss which compiled language should be advocated. In practice, most CP texts adopt a compiled/interpreted language, while most texts that incorporate computation into traditional physics disciplines adopt a problem-solving environment. This probably reflects the view that compiled languages show best how an algorithm is implemented and what level of precision is being demanded, while being in a form that encourages exploration; all items of importance in a CP course.
In my view, Java's attention to precision, useful error messages, and object-orientation make it good for scientific computing, while its universality, free compilers, and use in the commercial sector make it popular with students. However, it is not as efficient or as well supported for HPC and parallel processing as are FORTRAN and C, the latter two having highly developed compilers and many more scientific subroutine libraries available. FORTRAN, in turn, is still the dominant language for HPC, with FORTRAN 90/95 being a surprisingly nice, modern, and effective language; but alas, it is hardly taught by any CS departments, and compilers can be expensive. C, and its object-oriented brother C + +, are good for HPC, have good free compilers and libraries available, but may be too flexible with precision and memory access for beginners to learn good scientific programming practices. Python, a new, interpreted language that has garnered a small but devoted following, is free, user friendly, good for beginning programming, and has a nice 3D graphics library. However, it is still developing, and while not intended for HPC, this is changing with time. In any case, I recommend that students become familiar with at least two compiled languages ͑preferably one being FORTRAN͒, and that they keep their focus on how clearly the algorithm is implemented and not on the minimum number of statements that is needed to do it.
As I use the term problem-solving environment in this Resource Letter, I refer to MAPLE and MATHEMATICA, and their less-popular cousins, such as DERIVE ͑now obsolete͒ and MACYSMA/MAXIMA. All are capable of symbolic manipulations. In our experience ͓which includes a 1:1 translation of the Maple version of our "First" book ͑Ref. 111͒ into Mathematica͔, these environments have much more in common than they do differences, and once you know one, learning the other is essentially a question of grammar. Another group of high-level languages that is sometimes also called problem-solving environments, include MATLAB ͑especially popular with engineering departments͒, its free cousin GNU OCTAVE, and MATHCAD. These are essentially command-line interfaces for running numerical calculations that employ built-in libraries ͑such as LAPACK͒ for linear algebra, mathematical methods, visualization, signal processing, and such. These environments are powerful and work well, but are more likely to separate the user more from the algorithms than compiled languages ͑a separation, I daresay, some users may prefer͒.
For pedagogical purposes in CP classes, I recommend that students use compile and execute commands directly from a shell. However, when projects get complicated, such as with multiple data sets or multiple computers, then an integrated development environment ͑IDE͒, also known as a studio or a computational framework, is often used by researchers and professional programmers. An IDE provides an integrated, tightly knit set of components that may include a code editor, compiler, a build tool, a version control system, a debugger, a class browser, an object inspector, and a class hierarchy diagram. Examples include CACTUS, KDEVELOP, ECLIPSE, NETBEANS, and ROOT. 
A. Visualization 121. Advanced Visual Systems (AVS5)
, a commercial off-the-shelf ͑COTS͒ and expensive product with similar properties as OpenDX and Paraview, a 2D data plotter and histogram tool implemented in Java, part of UCB's Ptolemy IDE ͑Ref. 210͒. Our choice for graphical output from within Java programs, ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/java/ptplot. ͑E͒ 143. Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute, home for open source SCIRun
H. Development environments, and debuggers
An hour to design, a day to write, and a week to debug. Debugging complicated scientific programs can be the most time-consuming part of computational physics. Good programming practices and systematic code development as well as these tools can help. 
Cactus Problem Solving
J. SQL: Database languages
Present and future computation is focusing more on dataintensive computing with distributed databases, which means that computational physicists should know something about dealing with databases. A database management system is a collection of programs for storing, modifying, and extracting information from a database. The standard query language is structured query language ͑SQL͒. 
VII. PARALLEL COMPUTING
Parallel computing is the dominant form of highperformance computing. Even now there are multicore CPUs on desktops and laptops, with the immediate future seeing hunderds of thousands of CPUs with closely integrated communication and arithmetic units. Nevertheless, parallel computing is hard to implement for many scientific problems and now requires lower-level coding than used for serial programs. Most parallel programs utilize distributed memory computers with a message-passing interface known as MPI. A bright spot for the future of parallel computing is partitioned global address space ͑PGAS͒ languages, UPC for C and CAF for FORTRAN, and OpenMP ͑open multiprocessing͒, which should place less of a burden on the programmer.
Argo Beowulf Cluster: MPI Commands and Examples ͑Academic
Computing and Communications Center, Univ. 
